KinOath Kinship Archiver Tutorial

The kinship archiving software under development by Peter Withers at the Language Archive, MPI, Nijmegen

6th July, 2012
Start KinOath Kinship Archiver

- Open the MPI TLA tools page: http://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/kinoath
- The webstart version is usually easiest
- Alternatively choose the installer for your operating system
- Note that Java is required for all versions
Standard Diagram

- Create a “Standard Diagram” from the file menu.
- Create a few individuals and enter a name and gender.
- Create relations via the drag handles of the selection.
Freeform Diagram

• Create a “Freeform Diagram” from the file menu.
• Enter a few KinType Strings.
• Add some names and dates.

EM: Jane; 1721-1803:

KinType: <id>; <label>; <label...>; <DOB>; <DOD>; <KinType...>

E ego, Em male ego, Ef female ego
M mother, F father, P parent
H husband, W wife
D daughter, S son, C child
Z sister, B brother
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